H U D S O N I I - O AT

WIDE CORNER
LEFT FACING
138x132xH73cm

132

138

WIDE CORNER
RIGHT FACING
138x132xH73cm

132

138

LOU204

LOU205

OPEN END
LEFT FACING
128x101xH73cm

101

128

OPEN END
RIGHT FACING
101x128xH73cm

128

FRAME & CUSHION:
Solid pine with steel
nozag springs wrapped
in high density foam,
feather &
ball-fibre fill

101

LOU207

LOU206
TWO SEAT
EXTENSION
128x101xH73cm

101

128

CORNER
102x101xH73cm

101
101

LOU209
104
220

FABRIC: OAT
52% Polyester, 25%
Acrylic, 10% Viscose, 7%
Linen,
6% Cotton
100,000 martindale rubs

LOU208

2.5 SEATER SOFA
220x104x73cm

104

240

LOU232

3 SEATER SOFA
240x104xH73cm
LOU233

Suggested configurations

- open end - left facing
- wide corner - right
facing

- corner
- 2 seat extension
- wide corner - right
facing

-

wide corner - left facing
2 seat extension
corner
open end - right facing

-

corner
2 seat extension x2
corner
2 seat extension
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H U D S O N I I - O AT
PRODUCT
CARE

Vacuum thoroughly on a weekly basis or as required, to prevent a build up of dust and dirt in the
fibres and to protect against marks.
Use low suction and a soft brush attachment. If a spill occurs, gently dab with a clean, damp cloth
immediately. Warm water and a mild detergent can be used for stubborn stains.
Do not use cleaners or cleaning agents that are abrasive, caustic or acidic. All covers are to be
professionally cleaned only.

PREVENTATIVE
TREATMENT


Providing
a protective layer of fabric sealer can greatly prevent or reduce the severity of stains.
Professional companies offer this service and we strongly recommend engaging their services.
Sure Seal Rug & Carpet Protector or similar products can be used should you wish to personally
apply this coating. Follow instructions on pack carefully as incorrect application voids your
warranty.
This is available at papaya.com.au/brands/sure-seal or your local Papaya store.
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